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                             Young - Kenny Chesney
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Tabbed by: Country Bass
E-mail: aaron.white8@education.nsw.gov.au

Tuning: Standard

Capo 2nd fret

Intro

e|------------|    
B|--------1---|    
G|------0-----|    
D|------------| x2 
A|----3-------|    
E|--0---------|    

Main Riff

e|--------------------------------------------------|
B|---------1--1---1--1---3-1-0--1--1---1-1---3-1-0--|
G|-----------------------3-1-0---------------3-1-0--|
D|------0--2--2---2--2----------2--2---2-2----------|
A|----3----3--3---3--3----------3--3---3-3----------|
E|--0-----------------------------------------------|

 C                 
 Looking back now, well it makes me laugh 
 We were growin our hair, we were cuttin  class 
 Knew it all already, there was nothing to learn 
 We were strikin  matches just to watch  em burn 

 C
 Listen to our music just a little too loud 
 We were hangin  in there with the outcast crowd 
 Headin  to the rapids with some discount beer 
 It was a long train tussle but we had no fear. 

 Bm    C          Bm        C
 Man I don t know, where the time goes 
 Bm    C         (Rundown)
 But It sure goes fast, 
 
Rundown



    D       Cadd9           G 
e|--2--2-2--3--3-3--3--3-3--3--3-3--|
B|--3--3-3--3--3-3--3--3-3--3--3-3--|
G|--2--2-2--------------------------|
D|----------2--2-2------------------|
A|----------3--3-3----------2--2-2--|
E|------------------2--2-2--3--3-3--|

 just like that, We were 

 C
 Wanna be rebels who didn t have a clue 
 With our Rock n  roll T-shirts, and our typically bad attitudes 
 Had no excuses for the things that we d done 
 We were brave, we were crazy, we were mostly
 Young 

 Main Riff
 A

 C
 Talked a good game when we were out with the guys 
 But in the back seat we were awkward and shy 
 Girls were a mystery that we couldn t explain 
 And I guess there are some things that are never gonna change 

 Bm    C          Bm        C
 Man I don t know, where the time goes 
 Bm    C         (Rundown)
 But It sure goes fast, 

 C
 Wanna be rebels who didn t have a clue 
 With our Rock n  roll T-shirts, and our typically bad attitudes 
 Had no excuses for the things that we d done 
 We were brave, we were crazy, we were mostly
 Young 

             A                        C
 Young, Young,    Yeah Wishin  we were older
    A                    (Rundown)    
 Young, Hey I wish it wasn t over 

  C (under guitar solo)

 Bm    C          Bm        C
 Man I don t know, where the time goes 
 Bm    C         (Rundown)
 But It sure goes fast, 

 C
 Wanna be rebels who didn t have a clue 



 With our Rock n  roll T-shirts, and our typically bad attitudes 
 Had no excuses for the things that we d done 
 We were brave, we were crazy, we were mostly
 Young 

 Young, Hey wishin  we were older, wish it wasn t over

Have Fun 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------


